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Introduction
Chapter 373, Florida Statutes (F.S.) sets forth the requirement for regional water supply planning.
Under the provisions of this chapter, the Governing Board of each water management district
shall develop a Regional Water Supply Plan (RWSP) for regions within the district where existing
sources of water are not adequate to supply water for all existing and future reasonable-beneficial
uses and to sustain the water resources and related natural systems for the 20-year planning
period. This plan shall be reevaluated every five years. In support of this effort, the Southwest
Florida Water Management District (District) participated in the development of the RWSP for the
Central Florida Water Initiative (CFWI) in conjunction with representatives from the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP), major public supply stakeholders and the South
Florida and St. John’s River water management districts. The CFWI region includes portions of
Lake and Polk Counties which are under District jurisdiction. Consequently, the population and
water demands for Lake and Polk County are from Draft Central Florida Water Initiative Demand
Projections as of October 2018.
Purpose
This memo explains the assumptions, methodologies, and sources used to develop the
projections for the Public Supply component. The Public Supply sector includes:
•
•

•

Domestic self-supply (residential dwellings systems that are provided water from a
dedicated, on-site well and are not connected to a central utility)
Water supply permittees with permitted water uses for:
o Residential Single Family
o Residential Multi-family
o Residential Mobile Home
Residential irrigation wells (on-site wells that serve the outdoor needs of individual
residential dwellings that are connected to a central water utility system for their indoor
needs).
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Data and Information Sources
The methodology to develop public supply water demand projections utilizes many data sources.
The District’s Estimated Water Use Reports (2011-2015) were used to gather base information
for public supply water utility populations, water use, and per capita water use rates (SWFWMD,
2011-2015). The University of Florida's Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR)
publications (2017) were used to gather base year population and future county population
projections. The District’s geographic information system (GIS) model also incorporates a large
amount of data gathered from stakeholders, enabling the District to project population at the utility
service area level (GIS Associates, Inc., 2017).
Methodology
2015 Base Year Population Methods and Assumptions
The base year for these public supply water demand projections is 2015. The 2015 population
was generated by extrapolating back from the GIS Associates, Inc. (GISA) 2016 population
estimate using the compound annual growth rate between 2016 and 2020. This was performed
to keep the base year consistent with the subsequent projected years. For example:
a) Utility X’s 2016 population estimate is 5,704
b) Utility X’s 2020 population projection is 5,984
c) Annual growth percentage over the four year period was calculated using Microsoft®
Excel’s Rate formula: RATE(4,,-5704,5984)= 1.21%
d) Utility X’s 2015 population estimate = 5,704 * (100%–1.21%) = 5,635
Utilities with permitted quantities less than 100,000 gallons per day are not required to report
population or submit service area information. Consequently, the base year population for these
permits was obtained from the application information related to the last issued permit revision.
Domestic self-supply is defined as that portion of the county population not served by a utility.
County domestic self-supply population estimates and projections were calculated as the
difference between the total county population estimate or projection and the total population
served by the utilities. For those counties not fully contained within the District boundaries, only
that portion of the population within the District was included (Table 1 and Table 2).
2015 Base Year Water Use
The 2015 Public Supply base year water use for each large utility is derived by multiplying the
average 2011-2015 unadjusted gross per capita rate, if applicable, by the 2015 estimated
population for each individual utility. In the case of small utilities, per capita information was
obtained from the application information related to the last issued permit revision. If no per capita
information was found in the last permit, the per capita is assumed to equal the average county
unadjusted gross per capita.
Base year water use for small utilities is derived by multiplying the per capita from the last issued
permit times the 2015 estimated population from the last issued permit.
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Base year water use for domestic self-supply is calculated by multiplying the 2015 domestic selfsupply population for each county by the average 2011-2015 residential countywide per capita
water use as defined below.
2011-2015 Average per Capita Water Use Rate
Precipitation in the years 2011-2015 (avg 52.35”) was in line with the historic District average
(52.76”). Rainfall between 2011-2013 was below the long-term District average, whereas higher
than average precipitation in 2014 and 2015 brought the 2011-2015 average close to the historic
average. Typically, there is an inverse relationship between public supply water use and annual
precipitation (i.e., less rain results in increased water use, largely due to outdoor water use). This
inverse relationship is demonstrated by a lower Districtwide average gross per capita per day
(gpcd) water use rate in 2015 of 97 gpcd than the Districtwide average per capita water use rate
of 101 gpcd in 2011. The per capita water use rate is the factor applied to projected population to
project water demand (described below). Therefore, it is necessary for the base year per capita
rate to represent water use in an average year. To address this situation, the District has
calculated average five-year per capita use rates using data provided by utilities in their Public
Supply Annual Reports and published in the Estimated Water Use Reports for the years 2011
through 2015. The unadjusted gross per capita rate used is calculated as Withdrawals + Imports
– Exports – Treatment Losses divided by the Served Functional Population. For large utilities, this
information is published in Table A-1 of the "Estimated Water Use Report” for years 2011-2015.
For small utilities, the per capita is assumed to equal the per capita from the last issued permit or
the five-year average unadjusted gross per capita for the county. Domestic self-supply per capita
was taken from the countywide residential per capita provided in Table A-2 of the “Estimated
Water Use Report” for the years 2011-2015.
Population Projections
The population projections made by the University of Florida’s Bureau of Economic and Business
Research (BEBR) are generally accepted as the standard throughout the State of Florida
(University of Florida Bureau of Bureau of Economic and Business Research, 2017). However,
these projections are made at the county level only. Accurately projecting future water demand
requires more spatially precise data than the county-level BEBR projections. Consequently, the
District’s projections are BEBR projections disaggregated to land parcel level, which is the
smallest area of geography possible for population studies. In turn, these parcel-level projections
are normalized to the BEBR medium projection for the counties. Using this methodology, the
District contracted with GISA to provide small-area population projections for the 16 counties
entirely or partly within the District.
In the case of Manatee and Pinellas counties, the sum of the projections for all utilities exceeds
the projected county population. Thus, the county population was increased enough to cover the
deficit plus allow for self-supplied population. Thus, county total population was recalculated as
follows:
Original county total + deficit + GISA self-supplied population estimate.
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GIS Model Overview
This geographic information system (GIS) based model projects future Census Population Cohort
population growth at the parcel level and normalizes those projections to BEBR county
projections. First, a Countywide Build-Out Model is developed from the base parcel dataset.
Current permanent population is estimated and then the maximum population growth is
determined at the parcel level. Areas which cannot physically or lawfully sustain residential
development (built-out areas, water bodies, public lands, commercial areas, etc.) are excluded
from the Countywide Build-Out Model. Conversely, the model identifies areas where growth is
more likely to occur based on proximity to existing infrastructure and available services such as
schools, shopping centers and entertainment opportunities.
Next, population growth is modeled between the current estimated population and the build-out
population. Projections are based on a combination of historic growth trends and spatial
constraints and influences, which restrict or direct growth.
BEBR develops three projections for each county: “low”, “medium”, and “high”. BEBR’s medium
projection is widely considered to be the most likely scenario. For this reason, the District’s small
area projections by year are controlled by BEBR’s medium projection for each county.
The base year for the projection model is 2016. Projections were made through the year 2040 in
the following five-year increments: 2020 through 2025, 2025 through 2030, 2030 through 2035,
and 2035 through 2040.
Finally, the parcel level projections are easily aggregated by any set of boundaries desired (Public
Supply utility service areas, municipalities, watersheds, etc.). For the District’s planning efforts,
parcel projections are summarized by Public Supply utility service areas. Complete methodology,
references, tables, and data sources can be found by referring to the published technical
memorandums supporting the GIS Model: “The Small-Area Population Projection Methodology
of The Southwest Florida Water Management District,” and “Updates to The Southwest Florida
Water Management District’s Small-Area Population Projection Model,” both dated January 24,
2018, GIS Associates, Inc.
Countywide Build-Out Models
The Countywide Build-Out Models are composed of multiple GIS data elements. Each model is
based on the county’s property appraiser GIS parcel database, including the associated tax roll
information. Other elements incorporated into each build-out model include the 2010 U.S. Census
data, District wetland data, local government future land use maps (FLU), and Development of
Regional Impact (DRI) plans for the county of interest.
A. Parcels
GIS parcel layers and county tax roll databases were obtained from each county’s property
appraiser office. Parcel geometry was checked for irregular topology, particularly overlaps and
fragments. Parcel tables were checked for errors, particularly non-unique parcel identifiers
and missing values. Required tax roll table fields include actual year built, Florida Department
of Revenue (DOR) land use code, and the total number of existing residential units for each
unique parcel. In cases where values or fields were missing, other information was
extrapolated and used as a surrogate. For example, data reported by the State of Florida was
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used to identify the number of residential units (and population) in large group quarters
facilities.
2010 U.S. Census Data
Some of the essential attribute information contained in the Countywide Build-Out Models
was derived from data from the 2010 Decennial Census. Average population per housing
unit by census tract was calculated and then transferred to each county’s parcel data. No
additional adjustment for vacant units was required, as the calculation was made using total
housing units (not limited to occupied units). However, slight adjustments were made using
trends in average household size and unit occupancy from the U.S. Census Bureau’s
American Community Survey (ACS) data. This average population per housing unit enabled
parcel-level estimation of population from parcel-based housing unit estimates.
In cases where property appraiser data were missing or incomplete, other data were used.
For example, because mobile home parks without individually platted parcels may not
contain the number of units within the property appraiser data, the number of residential
units for some of the parks larger than five acres had to be estimated using a hand count
from recent imagery.
B. Water Management District Boundaries
Each parcel in the Countywide Build-Out Models was also attributed with the District
boundaries, which enable the countywide models for any counties split between two or more
districts to be summarized by the District.
C. Wetlands
Wetlands play a large role in modeling a county’s build-out. The District, along with the FDEP,
has been given regulatory powers over private and public lands and is required by Chapter
373, F.S., to protect water resources of the state. However, the District and FDEP, under the
auspices of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, have a permit process by which wetlands can
be altered for development. The Countywide Build-Out Models consider the impact wetlands
have on residential development.
The District maintains detailed GIS databases of wetland areas and wetland mitigation areas
within its boundaries. These databases contain the location and spatial extent of the wetlands
and wetland mitigation areas, as well as the specific types of wetlands, as defined by the
District’s land use and land cover classification system. Certain wetland types were identified
that would be difficult and expensive to convert to residential development. These areas were
identified in the District’s wetland database and applied to the build-out model. The wetland
types include streams and waterways, lakes, marshy lakes, reservoirs, bays and estuaries,
slough waters, wetland hardwood forests, mangrove swamp, mixed wetland hardwoods,
cabbage palm wetland, cabbage palm hammock, wetland coniferous forest, cypress, pond
pine, hydric pine flatwoods, wetland forested mixed, freshwater marshes, saltwater marshes,
wet prairies, emergent aquatic vegetation, mixed scrub-shrub wetland, and non-vegetated
wetland.
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Using GIS techniques, the area of wetlands within parcels were calculated and recorded as
the water area for that parcel. If the area covered by water within a parcel exceeded 0.5
acres, it was subtracted from the total area of the parcel feature to determine the relative
developable area in that parcel.
There were exceptions to this rule. In some cases, parcels with little or no developable area
after wetlands were removed were already developed, thus the estimated unit total was not
reduced by the wetland acreage. In other cases, inaccurate wetland delineations were
overridden, such as when a newly platted residential parcel was shown to be covered by a
wetland. In such a case, the parcel was considered developable by the submodel.
D. Future Land Use
Future Land Use (FLU) maps are essential elements of each county’s build-out model, as
they help guide where and at what density residential development will occur within a county.
FLU maps are a part of the Local Government Comprehensive Plans required by Chapter
163, Part II, F.S. They are typically developed by the local government’s planning department,
or, in some cases, a regional planning council with guidance from the local government. The
latest available FLU map is obtained annually and applied to the build-out model.
FLU classifications for residential land uses are assigned maximum dwelling unit densities
(per acre) or density ranges. These ranges are intended to guide the type and density of
development. However, development does not always occur at FLU guided densities. For this
reason, the County Build-out Submodels reflect the median density of recent development for
each future land use category in the specific incorporated place. For example, if a city’s
medium density residential future land use designation allows up to 8 housing units per acre,
but the median density of units built over the last 20 years is 5.7 housing units per acre, the
submodel assumed future densities at 5.7 housing units per acre for that future land use
designation in that city. The median density calculation was typically limited to the last 20
years of development within each unique combination of land use and jurisdiction, as more
recent development was deemed a better proxy for future densities than older development.
In some cases, limiting the historical data to the last 20 years resulted in too small a sample,
so either county average values were used (extended beyond the jurisdiction) or all historical
development was used (not limited to the last 20 years). In those cases, the determination of
which sample to use depended upon the heterogeneity of the category across county
jurisdictions and the heterogeneity of historical densities prior to the last 20 years. Also, vacant
or open parcels less than one acre in size were typically considered single family residential,
with one housing unit as the maximum allowable density
E. Build-out Density Calculation
Using GIS overlay techniques, attributes of the census, political boundary, wetlands, and
future land use data were attributed to each county’s parcel data to develop the County Buildout Submodels. These submodels forecast the maximum residential population by parcel at
buildout.
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Census tracts where the 2010 population was zero, and therefore the average persons per
housing unit was zero, were assigned the county’s average persons per housing unit. Also, if
there were tracts with 2010 census values for persons per housing unit greater than zero that
were based on a small number of homes with greater than five persons per housing unit, the
county’s average persons per housing unit was typically used.
F. Large Planned Developments
The final step in the development of the County Build-out Submodels was adjusting build-out
densities within large planned developments (such as Developments of Regional Impact,
Sector Plans, and Rural Land Stewardship Areas) to correspond with approved development
plans wherever their boundaries are available in a GIS format. Although large planned
developments often do not develop as originally planned by the developer, the total number
of units planned (regardless of timing) is likely to be a better forecast of the units at build-out
than one based on the median historic densities. Therefore, in each of the County Build-out
Submodels, parcels with centroids within a large planned development were attributed with
the name of the development. The build-out densities for those parcels were adjusted so that
the total build-out for the development was consistent with the development plan, and the
build-out population for that area was recalculated.
Growth Drivers Model
The Growth Drivers Model is a raster (cell-based) dataset representing development potential as
determined by incorporating a GIS suitability model. This model is a continuous surface of 10meter cells containing relative values of 1-10, with 10 having the highest development potential
and 1 having the lowest development potential. It influences the Population Projection Model by
factoring in the attraction of certain spatial features, or growth drivers, have on development.
These drivers are defined from transportation features and land use/cover types including:
1. Proximity to roads and interchanges prioritized by level of use (with each road type
modeled separately)
2. Proximity to existing residential development
3. Proximity to existing commercial development (based on parcels with commercial land
use codes deemed attractors to residential growth)
4. Proximity to coastal and inland waters
5. Proximity to large planned developments
Each of the drivers listed above were used as independent variables in a logistic regression
equation. Dependent variables included existing residential units built during or after 1995 as
the measure of “presence”, and large undeveloped vacant parcels outside of large planned
developments were used to measure “absence”. The resulting equation could then be applied
back to each of the regional grids resulting in a single regional grid with values 0 through 100,
for which a value of 0 represented the lowest relative likelihood of development, and a value of
100 represented the highest relative likelihood of development.
This seamless, “regional” model covers the counties whose boundaries are all or partially within
the District, plus a one-county buffer to eliminate “edge effects”. In this case, the edge effects
refer to the presence or absence of growth drivers outside the District that could influence growth
within the District. This model was then used by the Population Projection Model to rank parcels
in undeveloped Census blocks based on their development potential.
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Population Projection Model
The Population Projection Model integrates the Countywide Build-Out Models and the Regional
Growth Drivers Model with historic growth trends and county-level population controls from BEBR.
A. Historic Growth Trends
Historic growth trends were derived from historic census population estimates for 1990, 2000,
and 2010. For 1990 and 2000, census block population estimates from the Florida House of
Representatives Redistricting Data were summarized at the 2010 tract level and combined
with the 2010 tract population estimates. These estimates are used to produce twelve
projection calculations using six different methods. The highest four and lowest four
calculations are discarded, and the remaining four are averaged.
The six methods utilized by the model include: Linear, Exponential, Constant Population,
Constant Share, Share of Growth, and Shift Share. The Linear, Exponential, and Constant
Population techniques employ a “bottom-up” approach, extrapolating the historic growth
trends of each census tract with no consideration for the county’s overall growth. The Constant
Share, Share of Growth, and Shift Share techniques employ a “top-down” approach, allocating
a portion of the total projected county growth to each census tract based on that census tract’s
percentage of county growth over the historical period. Each of the six methods is a good
predictor of growth in different situations and growth patterns, so using a combination of all
six was the best way to avoid the largest possible errors resulting from the least appropriate
techniques for each census tract within the 16-county area.
This methodology is patterned after that used by BEBR, and is well suited for small area
population projections. The details of the methods are as follows:
Linear Projection Method
The Linear Projection Method assumes that future population change for each Census block
will be the same as over the base period. Three linear growth rate calculations were made,
one from 1990 through 2020, one from 1990 through 2000, and one from 2000 through 2010.
Exponential Projection Method
The Exponential Projection Method assumes that population will continue to change at the
same annual growth rate as over the base period.
Constant Population Method
The Constant Population Method assumes that future population will remain constant at its
present value.
Constant Share Projection Method
The Constant Share Projection Method assumes that each census tract’s percentage of the
county’s total population will be the same as over the base period.
Share of Growth Projection Method
The Share of Growth Projection Method assumes that each Census tract’s percentage of the
county’s total growth will be the same as over the base period. Three share of growth rate
calculations were made, one from 1990 through 2010, one from 1990 through 2000, and one
from 2000 through 2010.
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Shift Share Projection Method
The Shift Share Projection Method assumes that each Census tract’s percentage of the
county’s total annual growth will change by the same annual amount as over the base period.
Three shift share calculations were made, one from 1990 through 2010, one from 1990
through 2000, and one from 2000 through 2010.
Average of the Projection Extrapolations
The four minimum and four maximum of the twelve calculations for each census tract are
removed to eliminate the most extreme results of the thousands of heterogeneous census
tracts within the 16-county area. The four remaining calculations are then averaged to account
for the considerable variation in growth rates and patterns over all of the census tracts within
the 16-county area. All four remaining methods are weighted equally.
B. Growth Calculation Methodology
The methodology for calculating growth within the Population Model includes the following
steps:
1. Apply Census tract-level average historical growth rate to parcels within a particular
tract.
2. Check growth projections against build-out population, and reduce any projections
exceeding build-out to the build-out numbers.
3. After projecting growth for all Census tracts within the particular county, summarize
the resulting growth and compare against the Countywide BEBR target growth.
a. If the Model’s projections exceed the BEBR target (which is unlikely), reduce the
projected growth for all Census tracts by the percentage that the projections
exceeded the BEBR target, and go on to the next time increment.
b. If the Model’s projections are less than the BEBR target (which is typical due to
high growth areas building out), continue growing the county using the Growth
Drivers.
4. Select parcels in undeveloped Census tracts with the highest Growth Driver value and
develop them. (Note: Most parcels are projected to completely build out in this step,
which represents a five-year interval; however, some large parcels may require two or
more five-year intervals to build out.) Summarize growth and check against build-out.
Continue this process until the county build-out growth target is reached.
Non-Permanent Population Projections
In addition to the permanent population projections generated by the Population Projection Model,
projections of non-permanent population were also made. Those projections include peak
seasonal population, permanent plus seasonal population (or functionalized seasonal
population), tourist population and net commuter population. The methods derived by the District
and implemented by GISA for projecting those population types are described in this section. For
a more detailed explanation of these methods, see the District’s SWUCA II Population Guidelines.
A. Peak Population
Seasonal population is estimated using a combination of 2010 U.S. Census data (at the Zip
Code Tabulation Area or ZCTA level) and hospital admissions data. Average 2009-2011
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emergency room admissions data was utilized for a population cohort typical of seasonal
residents (between the ages of 45 and 74).
A “Seasonal Resident Ratio” was calculated by ZCTA to estimate the proportion of peak
(including seasonal) to permanent population. This 2010 U.S. Census-era ratio is held
constant over time when applied to future projections of population, but it will be updated with
each decennial Census. The ratio was derived using the following generalized steps:
1. Subtract total 2009–2011 total third quarter (Q3, or July, August and September)
hospital admissions from first quarter (Q1, or January, February and March)
admissions.
2. Calculate the average annual difference between Q1 and Q3 by dividing above result
by three.
3. Calculate a seasonal population estimate for ZCTA by dividing above difference by
the general population’s probability of being admitted to the emergency room
(approximately 2.23%).
4. Calculate the Seasonal Resident Ratio by adding the seasonal population to the
permanent population and dividing that total by the permanent population.
This ratio can then be applied to future projections of permanent population to derive peak
population projections.
B. Permanent plus Seasonal Population or Functionalized Seasonal Population
The functionalized seasonal population is the peak seasonal resident population adjusted
downward to account for the percentage of the year seasonal residents typically reside
elsewhere, and the lack of indoor water use during that time. It was calculated using the
following generalized steps:
1. Determine the appropriate proportion of the year seasonal residents spend in Florida.
This varies from beach destination counties (44.2%) to non-beach destination counties
(56.7%).
2. Develop a seasonal resident adjustment based on average per capita water use.
a. The six-year (1996–2006) districtwide average per capita use is 132 gallons per
person per day, and 69.3 is estimated indoor per capita use; (Alliance for Water
Efficiency, 1999).
b. The adjustment factor is calculated using the following equation for “beach
destination” counties (Charlotte, Manatee, Pinellas and Sarasota):
((0.442 x 132 gpd) + ((1 – 0.442) x (132 gpd – 69.3 gpd)/132 gpd = 0.707
c. The adjustment factor is calculated using the following equation for “non-beach
destination counties”:
((0.567 x 132 gpd) + ((1 – 0.567) x (132 gpd – 69.3 gpd)/132 gpd = 0.773
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3. Calculate “functionalized” seasonal population by multiplying the seasonal population
by the appropriate seasonal resident adjustment factor for the particular county (0.707
or 0.773).
4. Calculate total functional population by adding the functionalized seasonal population
to the permanent population.
5. Calculate ratio of Census-era functional population to permanent population.
6. Apply above ratio to future projections of permanent population to derive functional
population projections.
C. Tourist Population
The tourist population projections were based on 20 years (1997-2016) of county level lodging
room data from the Florida Department of Business and Professional Regulation (DBPR). The
SWFWMD methodology for projecting future tourist rooms by county utilizes two different
methods and averages the two results for each county.
The first method projects the increase in rooms by county by extrapolating the linear trend
using the least squares method derived from the last 20 years of county total room estimates.
This was the method used by the District for the past several years.
A second method projects future rooms based on projections of employment in the
Accommodation and Food Services industries (from data from Woods and Poole). This is also
an extrapolation of a linear trend using the least squares method, but rooms by county are
projected as a function of a county’s employment projections rather than time.
SWFWMD staff previously tested both methods by projecting values for the years 2007-2013
using room estimates from 1996-2006. Based on the differences between actual room
estimates and projected values for 2007-2013, neither method was clearly superior to the
other. For that reason, SWFWMD staff opted to use both methods. The results of both
methods were averaged, but only after adjusting for the average 2007-2013 error for each
projection in each county.
These projections of future rooms were then converted to “functionalized” tourist population
by applying various county level average unit occupancy and party size ratios. These ratios
were provided by SWFWMD, who also updated the values associated with locations identified
as short-term rentals for this projection set based on SWFWMD research.
These projections of tourist population were joined to the existing lodging facility locations. No
attempt was made to project future locations of lodging facilities, as:
1. The precise locations would be highly speculative.
2. It was assumed that lodging facilities often are built in the general vicinity of existing
lodging facilities, or at least in close enough proximity to be within the same utility service
area.
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D. Net Commuter Population
The net commuter population projections were based on special tabulations from the
American Community Surveys conducted in the years 2006-2010. For each 2010 U.S.
Census tract, the ratio of net commuters to permanent population was calculated. This ratio
was then applied to future projections of permanent population to derive projections for net
commuter population. That population was then “functionalized” with the following ratios:
1. 8/24 (typical working hours per day)
2. 5/7 (typical working days per week)
By applying both of these ratios to the net commuter population, the resulting functional net
commuter population is 23.8 percent of the actual net commuter population. This functional
number better reflects the water use that is expected for net commuters.
Note that the net commuter population projection summaries by utility service area were often
negative, as many utilities serve “bedroom communities” and other areas where more
residents work outside the utility service area than the population (residents and nonresidents) employed within it. Only positive net commuter populations were included in a
utility’s total functional population.
Summarize By Utility Service Areas
The parcel-level results are then summarized by public supply service area boundaries for all
utilities districtwide that average at least 0.1 million gallons per day (mgd) of total water use. These
boundaries, maintained by the District, are overlaid with the districtwide parcel-level population
projection GIS layer, and each parcel within a service area is assigned a unique identifier for that
service area. The projected population can then be summarized by that identifier and joined to
the District’s potable service area database to produce tabular or GIS output. Note that these
service areas change over time, so for any future use of these deliverables, it is important to
match this projection set only with the service areas included in the GIS deliverables.
Spatial Incongruity of Boundaries
Due to mapping errors, the service area boundaries do often bisect parcel boundaries. In the
present modeling activity, parcels are deemed to be within a given service area if their center
points (or “centroids”) fell inside the service area boundaries. The error associated with this spatial
incongruity at the parcel level was much smaller than would be the case with census tract level
data. This is one of the primary benefits of disaggregating census tract level data to the parcel
level. The percentage of parcels erroneously attributed or excluded from a service area by this
process is insignificant.
Final Results
The final results are provided in tabular format (Microsoft Excel spreadsheet) and GIS format
(ESRI’s file geodatabase). The utility-level spreadsheets were distributed by District staff to
utilities for comparison with their own and/or other projections for their service areas. If there are
discrepancies, the spatial results (each county’s parcel-level population layer) may be used in
part to depict projected patterns of future growth. The spatial data is available for download from
the District’s Demographics website.
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The population projections detailed in Tables 3 through 19, except for Lake and Polk County
(Tables 10 and 16) are the sum of the functionalized permanent, seasonal, net commuter, and
tourist populations. It should be noted that only positive net commuters were aggregated. Service
areas with negative net commuters were not penalized. For Lake and Polk County (Tables 10
and 14), the population projections represent permanent populations and are from Draft Central
Florida Water Initiative Demand Projections as of October 2018.
There are some uncertainties with the model projections. In some instances, the projections
detailed in Tables 3 through 19 may not match the raw model output in the tabular format
(Microsoft Excel spreadsheet) and the GIS format (ESRI’s file based geodatabase). As the parcel
level projections are summarized by public supply service area boundaries and the service area
is incorrect or includes domestic self-supply population that is not delineated as self-served, the
aggregated population could be less than or greater than what the utility is actually projected to
serve. Upon review and identification of such cases (including stakeholder input), the functional
population for such instances was revised to reflect the correct service area boundaries and/or
reduction of domestic self-supply.
Adjusting Population Projections using 2016 Estimated Water Use
Many public supply service areas include a significant number of self-supplied and vacant parcels
within their boundaries. In most cases, the service area layer does not include information on selfsupplied or not-yet-served areas. The population projections generated by GISA’s parcel
projection model include self-supplied persons or population in parcels not yet served. GISA
generates projections for 297 service areas. One hundred six of these service areas had a 2016
population estimate that was at least ±5 percent different from the 2016 population served
estimate from the Estimated Water Use Report. Here is an example on how population estimate
and projection was adjusted using the 2016 population served estimate:
a) Results from GISA’s parcel level model for utility Z:
Total
Functional
Population
2016

Total
Functional
Population
2020

Total
Functional
Population
2025

Total
Functional
Population
2030

Total
Functional
Population
2035

Total
Functional
Population
2040

1,452

1,494

1,578

1,791

2,125

2,432

b) In 2016, the utility reported a population served estimate of 1,316 people
c) This population estimate is 9 percent lower than the GISA projection
d) Thus, new projections are generated by applying the GISA growth rates to the 2016
population served estimate:
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Adjusted
Total
Functional
Population
2016

Adjusted
Total
Functional
Population
2020

Adjusted
Total
Functional
Population
2025

Adjusted
Total
Functional
Population
2030

Adjusted
Total
Functional
Population
2035

Adjusted
Total
Functional
Population
2040

1,316

1,353

1,430

1,623

1,926

2,204

Water Demand Projections
Water demand projections are calculated for the years 2020, 2025, 2030, 2035, and 2040. To
develop these projections, the District used the 2011-2015 average unadjusted gross per capita
water use rate and applied it to the projected populations, described above. In the case of small
utilities (utilities permitted for less than 100,000 gallons per day), the 2011-2015 per capita is the
per capita stated in the last issued permit or the average unadjusted gross per capita of the
county.
One-in-Ten Drought Event
The one-in-ten "is an event that results in an increase in water demand of a magnitude that would
have a 10 percent probability of occurring during any given year" (SWFWMD, 2001). The One-inTen Year Drought Subcommittee of the Water Planning Coordination Group, as stated in their
final report, determined that a 6.0 percent increase in demand will occur in such an event for
public supply water use. Therefore, the one-in-ten year water demand projections are the average
year demands times 1.06.
Residential Irrigation Wells
These are defined as private wells smaller than 6" which do not require a Water Use Permit
(WUP); however, for this analysis, wells less than 5” in diameter were selected because of the
unlikely scenario that any residential unit has irrigation wells greater than 4” in diameter. These
wells are used primarily for outdoor irrigation purposes at residences that are connected to a
central utility system and receive potable water service for indoor use. Using the methodology
described below, District staff has estimated the number of domestic irrigation wells by county
and their associated water demand. This information was updated and incorporated into the
attached Public Supply demand projections (See Table 23 in Appendix A). Currently, the District
estimates that approximately 332 gallons per day are used for each irrigation well1.
Using the District’s well construction permit GIS feature class, the following selection criteria are
necessary to capture residential irrigation wells:
•
•
•
•
•

1

Use Type equal to ‘Irrigation’
Diameter less than 5”
Only include wells that lie inside public supply service areas
Site status description of active, inactive, proposed, or blank
Exclude wells that lie within WUP Control Areas - Permitted

Determination of Landscape Irrigation Water Use in Southwest Florida, May 31, 2018, Michael Dukes &
Mackenzie Boyer
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•

Include only those wells permitted by the District (do not include those within the St. John’s
River Water Management District boundary)

For select utilities, the existence of domestic wells utilized for irrigation purposes necessitated
additional analysis. To ensure that the domestic wells were also served by utilities, billing data
were provided and spatially joined in GIS to create a feature class. From there, a 50-foot buffer
was formed around each address in order to identify domestic wells within served property
boundaries. Similar to residential irrigation wells, the selection criteria for the domestic wells
was:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Located within public supply service areas
Use Type equal to ‘Domestic’
Diameter less than 5”
Site status description of active, inactive, proposed, or blank
Exclude wells that lie within WUP Control Areas - Permitted
Permit issuance on or before 2015

Wells identified from this analysis were subsequently incorporated into additional irrigation
demand.
Review
The District will be providing this technical memorandum and demand projection tables to WUP
staff and public supply use sector stakeholders for review and comment, as each permitting staff
and stakeholder may have a much more intimate understanding of the permits for which they are
responsible. Upon receiving stakeholder comments, the District will review suggested changes
and, if appropriate, included updates. It is important to note that this is a long-term planning effort,
methodology changes based on short term trends will unlikely be taken into account. Comments
and suggested changes will be taken into consideration if they were justifiable, defensible, based
on historical regression data and long-term trends, and supported by complete documentation.
The projections contained herein were presented to District staff and the Public Supply Advisory
Committee (August 14, 2018).
The District understands and shares stakeholder's concerns of how critically important accurate
demand projections are; however, the District must comply with Chapter 373.0361, F.S., which
sets forth requirements for regional water supply planning. ("Population projections used for
determining public water supply needs must be based upon the best available data. In
determining the best available data, the district shall consider the University of Florida's Bureau
of Economic and Business Research (BEBR) medium population projections and any population
projection data and analysis submitted by a local government pursuant to the public workshop
described in subsection if the data and analysis support the local government's comprehensive
plan.")
Tables and Figures
Tables 1 through 2 provide permanent and functional future populations for each county. Tables
3 through 19 provide county population and public supply water demand estimates and
projections on a countywide basis. Both average year demand and the one-in-ten year drought
demands are reflected in these tables. Table 20 presents county-level demands. Tables 21 and
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22 show population and water demands by region and caution areas. Lastly, Table 23
summarizes the existing irrigation wells and the exponential growth rate used to project future
irrigation wells.
Summary
Overall, for the public supply sector, the District is expecting an increase in average demand of
188 mgd from 577 mgd in 2015 to 765 mgd in 2040 for the 16-county area. The 188 mgd increase
by 2040 is distributed as follows: 33 mgd increase in the Heartland Planning Region, 37 mgd
increase in the Northern Planning Region, 31 mgd in the Southern Planning Region, and 87 mgd
increase in the Tampa Bay Planning Region. Appendix A; Tables 1 through 23 start on page 16
and provide data by county, utility, and planning region.
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Appendix A
Public Supply Data Tables
Population and Demand Projections
Irrigation Well Projections
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